Respiratory motion and its compensation possibilities in the modern external beam radiotherapy of lung cancer
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The aim of this paper is to present a systematic review of the current characteristics and recent development of commercially available respiratory motion solutions and their compensation possibilities in the external beam radiotherapy treatment of lung cancer. The most commonly used X-ray and radiotherapeutic technologies are presented, as well as their division into pre-treatment methods and intra-treatment verification. The article discusses the most important technological achievements that allow radiation to be safely applied in the lung region and reports the potential advantages and limitations of each. Finally, it presents details concerning selected research trends and problems related to motion compensation.
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Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) is the basic imaging method for the planning of radiation dose distribution in external beam radiation therapy [1]. Based on the images obtained during a CT scan, it is possible to determine the geometric parameters of therapeutic beams so as to deposit the dose precisely in the tumor volume and reduce its value in healthy tissues [1]. However, a single three-dimensional reconstruction of tomographic images is usually done before the course of radiotherapy. Therefore, during the whole external beam radiation therapy treatment, it is necessary to:

— use dedicated anatomical fixation accessories;
— use filling procedures dedicated for the organs within the irradiated area;
— compensate anatomical changes by applying appropriate therapeutic margins to define irradiated volumes;
— perform pre-fraction verification procedures to check the patient’s geometry before each daily irradiation as well as inspect the patient’s position during external beam treatment (intra-fraction verification) [2–6].

In case of tumors significantly affected by respiratory motion (e.g. lung cancer), the radiotherapeutic procedures mentioned above do not guarantee the effective and precise delivery of the planned dose. Therefore, in the last few decades, physicists and engineers working on upgrades for CT scanners and therapeutic devices used in external beam therapy have focused on introducing and optimizing the possibility of compensating respiratory motion during the treatment of lung cancer patients [7].

The aim of this paper is to present the most common commercially available diagnostic and therapeutic imaging technologies used for the compensation of respiratory motion during external beam radiation therapy treatment for lung cancer. The article reports the most important technological achievements that allow radiation to be safely applied in the lung region, as well as the potential advantages and limitations of each solution.

Respiratory motion compensation methods

Respiratory motion compensation methods can be divided into two groups:
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1. Methods based on CT imaging performed before the course of external beam radiation therapy.
2. Compensation procedures performed on a therapeutic device during the course of radiotherapy.

**CT-based compensation**

A single CT lung imaging procedure does not allow to reliably estimate the size, position and respiratory motion of the tumor due to the inadequate quality of the obtained images, degraded by the appearance of artefacts that affect the size, shape and density of scanned anatomical structures (including the tumor). For diagnostic purposes, this problem is eliminated by breath-hold scanning techniques. Unfortunately, during external beam treatment, the time required to provide a daily therapeutic dose, along with the patient’s reduced lung capacity, eliminates the use of breath hold for free breathing in most cases [8, 9].

**Four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT)**

Four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) allows to perform imaging in correlation with respiratory motion [10–12]. More precisely, images obtained in this mode are synchronized with the patient’s individual respiratory phases [9]. Their election and comparison allows an accurate 3D reconstruction, based on which the precise location of the tumor and critical organs can be determined. This type of imaging requires specialized software, which allows to process patients’ images, grouped by respiratory cycle phase, in the treatment planning system.

4DCT imaging can be performed either prospectively or retrospectively. The first method, a prospective study, involves imaging in one or more individual respiratory phases. Scans are reconstructed for selected breathing phases and external beam therapy can be performed only when the patient is currently in one of these.

In a retrospective study, all series of scans corresponding to subsequent respiratory phases are recorded. The most commonly used respiratory pattern consists of 10 phases (from maximum inspiration to maximum expiration). One or more phases can then be selected for treatment from such a 4DCT reconstruction, as is the case for prospective studies [7, 12]. On the other hand, it is also possible to prepare the tumor contours in each reconstructed phase. The contours are then summed up and the volume defined as the internal target volume (ITV) is reconstructed. Thus, ITV contains the tumor with an anisotropic margin that takes into account the physiological movement caused by the breathing process [13, 14].

Of course, there is always a concern as to whether the set of CT scans performed in correlation with respiratory motion is representative of the patient’s anatomy throughout the course of radiotherapy. In this context, it is worth presenting the literature data published by Haasbeek et al. in their analysis, a re-examination of 4DCT was performed on at least 2 treatment fractions (the average interval between the first treatment fraction and the repeated 4DCT equaled 6.6 days). Results showed no systematic changes in tumor volume or movement trajectory for almost all patients. Risks related to the insufficient coverage of the target involved an episode of atelectasis in one patient from the study group [15]. In another study, published by a German group, four series of 4DCTs performed at 10-minute intervals showed no systematic changes in the observed respiratory cycles. Increased variability was observed for tumors located in the lower lobes [8]. Further, in a study by van der Geld et al., no systematic differences were found between the tumor volumes on the basis of a comparative analysis of two successive 4DCT series. In addition, the range of planned tumor volume (PTV) mobility was less than 2 mm for 81% of analyzed cases. Finally, tumor coverage analyzed throughout the study group did not change significantly [16]. These studies suggest that 4DCT reproducibility is achieved by the imaging procedure in correlation with respiratory motion, as long as CT scanning commences when a regular respiratory pattern is observed after multiple respiratory cycles.

**CT taken with very long scan times per slice (slow CT)**

An alternative assessment of respiratory motion, also performed on the basis of computed tomography, is possible using the so-called slow CT. The additional CT scan mode extends the revolution time up to 4 seconds. There is a good reason for this: the literature indicates that this is the average length of one full respiratory cycle among the population. As a result of this scanning mode, a single set of CT scans is obtained with the potential to reconstruct all tumor positions throughout the respiratory cycle [17]. In this way, the determined volume of the tumor should correspond to the volume of ITV, and the images in the slow CT mode correspond to the average intensity projection of the images from the 4DCT reconstruction [18]. Nevertheless, the reliability of slow CT is limited to peripheral tumors [18]. When using slow CT scans in clinical practice, it is important to remember that the intensity of pixels in this imaging mode is directly proportional to the time during which the tumor remains at its extreme position. As a consequence, tumor boundaries may be blurred, which does not allow a clear assessment of the external contour of the ITV thus designated.

**Compensation of respiratory motion during external beam irradiation**

Technological solutions used during external beam radiation therapy treatment can be divided into two groups: 1) respiratory gating, 2) tumor tracking [19, 20].
Respiratory gating

All respiratory gating solutions are associated with the interruption of ionizing radiation when the tumor is outside the therapeutic beam [21].

More precisely, chest movement and the volume of exhaled/inhaled air are correlated with the breathing phase of the patient. These parameters are controlled by a sensor system located in the therapeutic room. Data about chest position and exhaled/inhaled air is transmitted in real time to the receiving device, which then analyzes the current respiratory phase of the patient. A visual representation of the respiratory cycle is displayed on an external screen or in specially designed goggles [21]. Thanks to this solution, the patient is instructed to breathe according to a predefined pattern and consciously prolong the respiratory phase selected for planning and treatment purposes (e.g. deep inspiration breath-hold technique) [7, 22, 23].

The other respiratory gating method is directly related to the 4DCT imaging technique described in the previous section. 4DCT information on the characteristics of individual respiratory motion (e.g. amplitude or period) allows to determine the time interval in which the patient will be exposed to radiation [7, 17]. In this case, there is no need to be limited to a single respiratory phase [21]. With respect to one complete respiratory cycle, it is common to use a gate that allows 20–40% of the respiration [24]. As in the first method, the emission of ionizing radiation is controlled by a sensor system that maps the patient’s breathing phase [21].

The most commonly used respiratory motion monitoring systems are:

1. Video-based technologies using an infrared tracking camera and a reflective marker, such as in Real-time Position Management systems (RPM\textsuperscript{TM}, Varian Medical Systems, USA).
2. Spirometry-based systems e.g. Active Breathing Coordinator (ABCM\textsuperscript{TM}, Elekta, Sweden) or SpiroDyn\textsuperscript{TM} (Dyn\textsuperscript{R}, France).
3. Laser-based optical surface scanning systems e.g. C-Rad (Sentinel, Sweden) [3, 14, 25].

The widespread use of respiratory gating techniques in lung cancer radiotherapy has been limited thus far due to the longer irradiation time required for the gated fraction as compared to the conventional therapeutic fraction (i.e. without gating). For example, the time needed to complete the daily treatment fraction for a patient irradiated in a gate corresponding to 20% of the respiratory cycle is approximately five times longer than that for non-gated delivery.

However, it is now possible to perform irradiation on conventional linear accelerators with flattening filter-free (FFF) photon beam quality [26, 27]. The dose rate for a beam generated without a flattening filter is significantly higher than that for a flattened photon beam. It can reach values of up to 2400 monitor units per minute, whereas the corresponding figure for the flattened beam is usually no more than 300–600 MU/min [28]. Because of the higher dose rate, less time is needed to complete the therapeutic fraction. Hence, the time would be either eight or four times shorter for an unflattened than for a flattened beam in the above-mentioned case.

Additionally, the volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) technique has been implemented in clinical practice in recent years [2, 28, 29]. Its main feature is that it eliminates the time needed to set the planned static positions of the linear accelerator, which is an essential step when the treatment plan consists of many static beams [30, 31].

Both FFF beams and the VMAT technique can be accompanied by respiratory gating systems to reduce the time needed to perform the daily irradiation [32].

It is worth underlining that not all patients benefit from the use of respiratory gating techniques during their external beam treatment. Underberg et al. showed that significant benefits of the method were experienced only by 25% of patients with non-small cell lung cancer [18, 24]. Kim et al., in turn, suggested that the solution was particularly advantageous in the treatment of small volume tumors located in the lower lobes [33].

Real-time tumor tracking

The other group of technological solutions used for respiratory motion compensation during external beam radiotherapy allows to correlate tumor position with the spatio-temporal coordinates of the treatment beam [34]. This method is known as respiratory tracking.

The ability to track and compensate tumor position changes during therapy is available in the CyberKnife system (Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, USA) [21]. Prior to treatment, a correlation model is built between external surrogate motion and the motion of the target region. This model is then verified at regular intervals in real time (during irradiation). Tumor movement can be tracked using:

1. Externally measured surrogate data on chest wall motion. This information is collected by external infrared reflective markers placed on the patient’s chest, and
2. An orthogonal X-ray imaging system integrated with the therapeutic device [11, 21].

The imaging system integrated with the therapeutic device consists of kilovolt sources (X-ray tubes) mounted on the ceiling of the therapeutic bunker and two X-ray detectors installed on the floor. It allows to acquire two orthogonal X-ray images with a frequency of 5 to 150 seconds [21, 22]. With such a solution, the tumor motion analysis may be performed directly (so-called direct tracking) only if the tumor is adequately saturated (in which case it is referred to as lung tracking) or its visibility is determined by the use of markers implanted within its volume (in which case so-called fiducial tracking is used). If the tumor is situated...
near the spine, its visibility may be insufficient to allow for direct tracking. In this case, spine tracking is used as indirect tracking option [22]. It should be noted that the CyberKnife motion prediction algorithm is used to verify the model and to compensate the potential system delays resulting from the motion latency of the CyberKnife robotic arm and the latency of image acquisition.

Compared with respiratory gating, the ability to track tumor position offers potentially greater precision and faster deposition of the planned dose. Therefore, a great technological effort is being made to implement tracking techniques on conventional linear accelerators. It involves the synchronization of the tumor movement with the leaves of the multileaf collimator (MLC) [35] or with the movement of the therapeutic table [17].

**Summary and conclusions**

There are a number of methods used to compensate for the respiratory motion of a tumor localized within the lung. These methods can be divided into two main groups:

1. Pre-treatment, CT imaging-based methods used to precisely define the irradiated volumes.
2. Intra-fraction methods allowing the size adjustment of therapeutic fields to the shape of the tumor.

In the case of each of the described compensation techniques, the key objective is to ensure the highest possible precision during external beam radiation therapy treatment.
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CT — computed tomography
4DCT — four-dimensional computed tomography
ITV — internal target volume
VMAT — volumetric modulated arc therapy
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